
Safety and Liveness Properties

Properties for concurrent programs fall into two main categories:

• Safety: These properties assert that nothing bad happens during
execution.

ie. the program never reaches a bad state

• Liveness: These properties assert that something good will
eventually happen.

ie. the program eventually reaches a good state

For sequential programs, the most important safety property is
correctness (ie. the program’s final state is correct); whilst the most
important liveness property is termination (ie. the program eventually
terminates).

However, with concurrent programs, we are often dealing with systems
that do not terminate.As a result, there are many more safety and
liveness properties of interest.



Safety Properties

We saw last week (week 8) how we can model process properties using
property processes.Our properties were modelled by ensuring that
unwanted action sequences lead us to the ERROR state (cf. a bad state).

Since property processes are concerned with ensuring correct process
behavior, they specify safety properties.

Thus, to describe or specify a safety property we use a property process.

The main examples of safety properties are:

• Mutual exclusion- ie. two or more processes can not enter the same
section of code at the same time

• Abscence of deadlock and livelock (see the week 10 lectures)



Liveness Properties

On this course we shall concern ourselves with liveness properties
related to resource control.

eg. are process requests for a shared resource eventually granted?

This is due to the fact that a complete treatment of liveness properties
requires the use of temporal logic - a subject that would take us far
beyond the scope of this module!

Instead, we shall work with a restricted class of liveness properties:
progress properties. Progress properties allow us to assert that, no
matter what state the system is in, it will always be the case that a
specified action will eventually occur.

As a result of which, progress properties are specified using a set of
actions - the actions which will occur infinitely often along all paths.

Consider progress properties with their dual or negative properties:
starvationa.

ie. the situation where an action is never executed

Within the ltsa tool, we specify a progress set using the keyword
progress followed by the property name and then a set of actions
which we require to occur infinitely often along all paths.

aSometimes, thinking about avoiding starvation makes it easier to specify progress

sets.



Example 1 Consider the following process describing the tossing of a
coin:

Coin = (toss -> heads -> Coin | toss -> tails -> Coin).

Note: We always assume the following principle when using the choice
operator:

Fair Choice: If a choice over a set of transitions is executed
infinitely often, then every transition in the set will be executed
infinitely often.

As a result of which, we can expect that the heads and tails actions
are executed infinitely often.This can be expressed, in the ltsa tool,
using the following progress seties:

progress Heads = { heads }

progress Tails = { tails }



Notice that the progress property:

progress HeadsOrTails = { heads, tails }

is unsuitable!

Why? Well consider the following process definition:

TwoCoins = (pick -> Coin | pick -> TrickCoin),

TrickCoin = (toss -> heads -> TrickCoin),

Coin = (toss -> heads -> Coin | toss -> tails -> Coin).

This process satisfies our progress property HeadsOrTails no matter
what coin we choose! This is because our progress property
HeadsOrTails says that:

heads or tails must occur infinitely often

Amongst the set of such possible traces are the traces where heads

occurs infinitely often, but tails never occurs.



Progress Analysis Within the LTSA Tool

When a process fails a progress property, the LTSA tool reports this
and additionally provides you with:

• a trace: this trace leads you to a violation of the progress property

ie. to a state where all actions in the progress set can not be
executed

• a set of actions: this set (called the terminal set) provides
information as to what actions may be executed if the above trace
is followed

Action Priority

Recall that, with progress properties, the fair choice principle is applied
when using choice. However, in practical use the environment (recall
this is responsible for actually making the choice) may well have some
bias built into the choices it makes.

As a result of which, we may often find that progress properties hold
(under the fair choice principle), but actually fail in practice!The only
way to avoid these problems is to ensure that our process models
contain a specification of this bias.

Within our process definitions we may achieve this by specifying what
actions have a higher priority. Thus, actions with the higher priority are
always chosen in preference to actions with a lower priority when
making a choice.



Definition 1 Let P and Q be processes and act1, .., actn be actions in
their alphabets, then the process:

(P || Q) << { act1, .., actn }

behaves as for the process P || Q, except that whenever this system has
a choice, then actions act1, .., actn have a higher priority than any
other action involved in the choice (including tau actions!).In effect,
actions with a lower priority than the actions act1, .., actn are
discarded.



The following example illustrates how priority operators may be useful:

Example 2 Consider the following process:

Choice = (smarties -> eat -> Choice | mNm -> eat -> Choice).

The environment here must make a choice as to which action it initially
engages in. If the environment has a bias towards choosing the
smarties action, then we may specify this bias via:

||Heaven = (Choice) << { smarties }.

Everytime we have to make a choice between the smarties or mNm

actions we now ignore the mNm action and choose the smarties action.



Indeed, the LTSA tool yields the following labelled-transition diagram:

smarties

eat


